Knowledge acquisition on communication with blind patients in nursing consultation

Aquisição de conhecimento para comunicação na consulta de enfermagem com o cego
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Objective: to evaluate the acquisition of knowledge of nurses in the nursing consultation on communication with blind patients. Methods: evaluation research, carried out by questionnaires applied before and after the experience of an educational program of an e-learning course. We used Contextual Lexical Analysis software for a Set of Text Segments for lexical analysis of the data. Results: 24 nurses participated in the pre-test and 11 in the test. Before the course, there was limited dominance in the thematic, especially in the non-verbal form. There was a predominance of the use of speech and writing in the nursing consultation. After the course, elements, we observe the apprehension of forms and functions of verbal communication; Improvement of non-verbal theories dominance; And their applications in the consultation with blind patients. Conclusion: the educational program allowed the nurses to acquire knowledge of verbal and non-verbal communication with blind patients in the nursing consultation in primary care.
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Objetivo: avaliar a aquisição de conhecimento de enfermeiros na consulta de enfermagem sobre comunicação com o cego. Métodos: pesquisa avaliativa, realizada por questionários aplicados antes e após a vivência de um programa educacional na modalidade de curso a distância. Utilizou-se o software Análise Lexical Contextual de um Conjunto de Segmentos de Texto para análise lexical dos dados. Resultados: participaram 24 enfermeiros no pré-teste e 11 no pós-teste. Antes do curso, observou-se domínio limitado na temática, em especial da forma não verbal. Houve predominio do uso da fala e da escrita na consulta de enfermagem. Após o curso, houve apreensão de elementos, formas e funções da comunicação verbal; melhoria do domínio das teorias não verbais; e suas aplicações na consulta com o cego. Conclusão: o programa educacional permitiu a aquisição de conhecimentos de enfermeiros para comunicação verbal e não verbal com o cego na consulta de enfermagem na Atenção Primária.
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Introduction

Thinking on the accessibility of people with disabilities is an urgent necessity. For the World Health Organization, there are over a billion people in the world with some form of disability. In the United States, there is a prevalence of 12.0%; 21.0% of these states that they are visual impaired. In Brazil, 23.9% of the population has some disability, the Northeast is the region with the largest occurrence (26.6%). The state of Ceará holds a percentage beyond the national average (27.6%). This data reinforces the findings of the World Health Organization, which demonstrate a strong link to the occurrence of disabilities with poverty. The disability with the highest incidence in Brazil (18.6%) is visual impairment, followed by motor (7.0%), hearing (5.1%) and intellectual impairment (1.4%).

Visual deficiency is considered an irreversible situation of visual response, due to congenital, hereditary and acquired causes, present in two forms: blindness, which is the total absence of vision, in which visual acuity is less than 0.05 in the best eye and low vision, which is the decrease in visual capacity and the perception of masses, colors and shapes.

The World Report on Disability, a pioneer in the area of disability, indicates the greater tendency of this population to present health problems, low schooling and low economic level, because of the barriers of physical accessibility and communication, which prevent them to reach their potential and self care.

Studies point out that blind people face significant barriers of communication with health professionals, among them nurses, who are unaware of communication techniques adapted to the needs of this population, what difficult assistance effectiveness. Observing this gap in their qualification, we proposed e-learning education techniques, since it gives the possibility of training professionals on a large scale, because there are no geographical and temporal boundaries.

The course Communication of the Nurse with the Blind Patient a 40 hours course distributed in four classes, directed to nurses of the Family Health Strategy, by means of the e-learning program. It approached models of communication to promote knowledge, values and deepen the reflection of communication accessibility as a tool for social inclusion of the blind person within the framework of the Unified Health System. By demonstrating the effectiveness of this technology it is possible to broaden the scope of nursing care for this public and to respond to the scientific community movement that is making research on web-based learning.

The objective of this study was to evaluate the acquisition of nurses’ knowledge in communication with the blind patients in nursing consultation.

Methods

Evaluation study that involved three Ceará universities and investigated the knowledge of the subjects before and after the application of an educational e-learning program. It is based on the pre and post-test evaluation model to measure learning, performed in 2016, after dissemination using Whatsapp application, environment in which the subjects of the study were registered.

After registered on the Solar Platform, they had a face-to-face meeting with Primary Care nurses enrolled. In the inaugural class, we presented to the participants the e-learning environment, the schedule of activities, the objectives of the course and the forms of evaluation.

Data collection evaluated the knowledge of the participants in the before and after the course through the application of questionnaires they elaborated, with five open questions applied in person, in pre-test, and on-line, in the post test, that address the forms and functions of verbal and non-verbal communication, and the conduct of the Nursing consultation with the blind patient.

In the analytical and quantification phases of the data, we use the Contextual Lexical Analysis sof-
tware for a Set of Text Segments (ALCESTE), version 4.0, which allows comparing the acquisition of knowledge before and after the educational activity. The program allows analyzing the semantic relationship between words and shapes.

In the corpus of analysis, each subject corresponded to an initial context unit (ICU), related to pre and post-test. The speeches of the participants are shown in the results to complement the sense of the classes. In the analysis, the program divided the ICU into elementary context units (ECU), with a smaller fragment of meaning. The ICUs numbered by the software were used to identify the subjects of the study.

The software used presents the steps of text reading and dictionary calculation; of the data arrays calculation and ECU classification, based on associative fields; description of the selected ECU and predominant vocabulary selection; and selection of ECU characteristics of each class, based on the correspondence factorial analysis (CFA), which consists of checking the interrelationships of the classes.

Through the statistical calculation of chi-squared, the software counted the vocabulary, the number of classes and the relationships between them. The lexical classes were characterized by their vocabulary and by the segments of texts that share that vocabulary. The study respected the demands on research involving human beings, through resolution 466/2012, and approved by the Ethics Committee on Research at the Universidade da Integração Internacional da Lusofonia Afro-Brasileira, under nº 652,134, CAAE: 30183114.4.1001.5576.

Results

Of 124 possible participants in Primary Care of three municipalities, 24 participated in the pre-test and 11 in the post-test. The predominant were women (95.8%) from 21 to 53 years old, (41.6%) from 30 and 35 years old, a specialist (95.8%), graduated between 1998 and 2012, in public institutions of higher education (75.0%), acting in the Family Health Strategy (39.1%). Only two participants had prior experience in e-learning. Also only two participants had done a refresher 40 hours course in the area of disabled people, specifically LIBRAS. In table 1, we can see the elements of the vocabulary in the pre and post-test.

Table 1 – Lexical analysis of the pre-test and post-test using Contextual Lexical Analysis software of a Set of Text Segments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements of vocabulary</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of words in the text</td>
<td>2,376</td>
<td>2,015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of analyzable words</td>
<td>1,787</td>
<td>1,984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomic variables</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual units classified</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not analysable words</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vocabulary calculation of the pre and post-test corpus evidenced the acquisition of words of significant lexical weight after participating in the educational program. In the pre-test database, 61.0% of the corpus was used, while in the post-test there was progression to 94.0% of analysable forms considered by the software. The analyzed units brought by the group after the course had semantic value, and the number of words not analyzed by the software reduced after the course.

The lexical analysis generated two major themes: knowledge of nurses on communication with blind patients before e-learning course and knowledge of nurses on communication with blind patients after e-learning course. We subdivided both themes, in turn, into three discursive classes or categories.

Knowledge of nurses on communication with blind patients before e-learning course

Data processing was carried out by reference to the frequency of chi-square ≥ 4 for evocations of a same inducer stimulus.

Figure 1 expresses the intersection of the vocabulary, considering the frequency of the words and the classes’ incidence in the graphic plane, pointing, according to the location of these classes, the interaction between them. The E1 axis, in black, in the
horizontal line, translates the strongest words or expressions evoked by the participants of the study, with 55.0% of variance, added the percentile of 45% relative to the E2 axis, in the vertical line of the graph. The highlighted words are the most relevant in the Chi-squared test.

Figure 1 – Factorial analysis of correspondence and coordinates of three classes of pre-test of the expressions mentioned by the participants of the study, in uppercase (class 1), lower case (class 2) and italic (class 3).

Class 1 (uppercase) predominated in the corpus, with emphasis on the words “speech” ($X^2=25$), “writing” ($X^2=15$), “expression” ($X^2=8$), “patient” ($X^2=23$) and “orientation” ($X^2=8$). Class 1 influenced the others, and there was a relationship between the reduced forms/words presented in the factorial analysis of correspondence.

Class 1, “Nurses’ perception about verbal communication and its importance for nursing”, was composed by 39 ECU in this class that refer to the nurses’ conceptions and knowledge about verbal communication. Verbal communication is spoken language; it is communication through speech between two people or a group of people. There is also the written language, which is communication through writing; or media, such as the Internet, the radio (ICU24).

ICU 10 demonstrated interest and ignorance with the theme “Communicating with the blind patient”, reinforced by the absence of Braille mention in the speeches, which was restricted to the use of speech and writing.

Class 2, “Nurses’ perception of non-verbal communication in nursing consultation”, was constituted by 12 ECU, or 19.0% of the total corpus analyzed. In CFA, class 2 (lower case) presented, with prominence, the forms and frequencies of chi-square: “part” ($X^2=9$), “understanding” ($X^2=5$), “language” ($X^2=6$) and “information” ($X^2=7$). The forms of non-verbal communication pointed out in the testimonials of this class were: gestures, Libras, touch, body and facial expressions. In ICU07, we observe erroneous concepts about non-verbal communication. One of the forms of non-verbal communication is the language from the body. Facial expression, touch, gestures, or... (concept error, our emphasis) ... from writing, from something to be read or something to be seen, on banners, billboards. Braille is another form of non-verbal communication (UCI07).

Class 3 of the pre-test, in italics in the CFA in Figure 1, shows the reduced forms and words of higher frequency in the corpus: “a” ($X^2=16$), “of” ($X^2=8$), “dialogue” ($X^2=9$), “I can” ($X^2=4$) and “uses” ($X^2=8$). This class was called “Communication in the nursing
consultation with blind person”, composed of 10 ECU, which represented 17.0% of the analyzed material. The use of objects with blind people is important to remove barriers or explain the use of objects used in the consultation (ICU03). Libras is a form of communication in which tact is the main instrument for its execution... (concept error; our emphasis) it is used for communication with hearing impaired people (ICU05).

In the testimonies of ICU03, we emphasized space organization in the consultation with blind people. However, in ICU05, the informant described Libras incorrectly, as a language developed using tact and not gesture. The description of the communication focused on people with disabilities and their use in nursing care were superficial before the course.

The results showed limited knowledge of the nurses on the subject before the application of the educational e-learning program, who did not differentiate the forms of verbal and non-verbal communication in the approach with the blind patient.

Knowledge of nurses on communication with blind patients after e-learning course

Figure 2 shows the CFA in different colors, according to the semantic relationship. The highlighted words were the most relevant in the Chi-squared test. The CFA evidenced greater interaction and semantic relationship between the reduced forms/words in the classes generated from the post-test.

Figure 2 – Factorial analysis of correspondence of the post-test three classes. Upper case: class 1; lower case: class 2; italic: class 3

In class 1 (upper case) appears as predominant forms and respective frequencies “gesture” ($X^2=15$), “communication” ($X^2=14$), “facilitates” ($X^2=6$) and “can” ($X^2=11$), with strong influence on class 3 (italic).

The most frequent forms and words in class 2 (lower case) were: “conative function” ($X^2=6$), “expression” ($X^2=7$), “channel” ($X^2=8$), “transmitted” ($X^2=9$). In class 3 (italic) the shapes highlighted were “sender” ($X^2=13$), “recipient” ($X^2=12$), “receiver” ($X^2=10$), “context” ($X^2=12$) and “send” ($X^2=4$).

Class 1, “Non-verbal communication in nursing care to the blind patient”, covered 32 ECU, which represent 56.0% of the post-test corpus analysis. Non-verbal communication represents various types of communication, such as speech, writing, gestures, which facilitate communication with the blind patient... paralanguage is a form of non-verbal communication that considers characteristics of the vocal expression, the voice can reveal emotional state, age, gender, geographical origin. Proxemics theory studies the form of communication that considers interpersonal distance (ICU04).

The speech of the ICU04 expressed confusion between the forms of verbal and non-verbal com-
munication, when considering speech and writing as non-verbal. Still, the content revealed the acquisition of knowledge about proxemics theories and paralanguage by means of e-learning.

Class 2, “Elements and functions of verbal communication in the blind patient consultation”, was composed of 10 ECU, or 17.0% of the post-test corpus analyzed. In this class: Communication elements are the message, the sender, the recipient, the context, the contact, and the channel. The functions of verbal communication are: reference function or informative function, expressive function or expression of feelings, spoken directly to the receiver and conactive function used in the imperative (ICU10).

Class 3, “Forms of verbal communication in the blind patient consultation”, composed of 16 ECU, represented 27.0% of the corpus. It has the smallest contribution of ECU volume of the post-test. Braille is a written language used by the blind person and of great importance for their social inclusion (ICU01). The forms of verbal communication are speech, where through words we form a message to convey to the recipient, writing and Braille, which is an alphabet used by people with no visual acuity or low vision to transmit or have access to a message (ICU03).

We perceive, in the testimony of ICU01, awareness of the importance of communication for social inclusion of visually impaired people, with emphasis on the use of Braille, pointed out as a form of verbal communication, which was described as the alphabet used by blind patients.

It was feasible to communicate verbally with the blind patient even if they do not know Braille, because oral verbal communication fulfilled this function, which should be reinforced by the non-verbal, through touch. After the course, Nurses started to consider Braille a possibility of verbal communication in the consultation with the blind patient. The classes generated by the software ALCESTE in the post-test evidence that the nurse acquired the elements and functions of oral and written verbal communication, and described theories of non-verbal communication, relating their uses in the consultation with the blind patient.

Discussion

The limits of the study relate to the methodological choice of analysing the acquisition of knowledge through the application of pre and post-test instruments, because such a strategy can have a positive influence in the process, by offering training on thematic of difficult opportunity within the health services. The results of this study contributed significantly to the large-scale training of primary care nurses by means of validated e-learning educational strategy.

In the implementation phase, the educational program presented low adhesion and high evasion of nurses. Although the accessibility of the disabled person is a priority topic, it is not disclosed in the field of health. In the region of application of the study, despite widespread disclosure, few professionals were interested in the theme. In Brazil, the rates of e-learning programs evasion reach 48.0% of the subscribers(9). This study surpassed the average value for the country. “Evasion” means the decline in the number of students from the beginning to the end of the course, program or system. External factors may be the prioritization of other activities, the lack of ability to study in an e-learning modality, health problems and the non-adaptation to the virtual learning environment.

The current training of professionals must necessarily incorporate the new of communication and teaching-learning modes. Therefore, digital inclusion is essential for qualification and to keep nurses in the job market(10). To evaluate the educational e-learning program, within the framework of the Unified Health System, we used, as a comparison parameter, the knowledge of nurses on communication with the blind patient before and after the course. The competence of communication is a skill that must be developed by health professionals and can be expanded in undergraduate and specialization programs, as well as continuing education programs(11).

In the pre-test, the speeches of the nurses pointed out the verbal communication as the most used in the interaction with blind patients, expressed
only by oral speech and writing. It was evident that Braille, written verbal language used by blind people, was not the channel of verbal communication in the daily assistance to this public. This is because health professional does not know it and there is a lack of educational material written and in Braille, in assistance practice, as a communication tool that could be accessed by people with disabilities in the context of primary care.

Commonly, in health services, the most widely used communication channels are the visual ones, which limits of blind people to the access and incorporation of meaningful information. Tact involvement is necessary as a communication channel relevant to the performance of certain activities by visually impaired people\(^\text{12}\). In the channels of verbal communication, considered by the nurses in the pre-test, they most frequent were written language such as letters, newspaper, books and Internet; Also, erroneously, billboards and posters were quoted as non-verbal channels of communication.

The educational program implemented promoted knowledge on the six elements of verbal communication, namely: sender, message, recipient, context, code and contact. However, this knowledge are limited to the conceptual level. These elements can make communication more effective, and its proper use allows the nurse to perceive the implicit or explicit messages of the patients\(^\text{13}\).

In relation to the functions of verbal communication of the subjects’ speeches, only the conactive, expressive and referential were mentioned, but without describing them. This highlights the need to deepen this content with the nurses and report their application in the nursing consultation with the blind patient. These functions require the presence of the six elements in the communication process\(^\text{14}\).

The functions and elements of communication, being subjects of great specificity and depth, represent a challenge in e-learning, because they demand time and praxis to acquisition. In nurses’ speeches, there are no elements that discuss aspects of the space between interlocutors and environmental conditions\(^\text{14}\).

Besides the gestures, facial expressions, voice timbre, touch and body distance should be considered in non-verbal communication, as well as the description of the environment, among other components that must be aligned to the preparation of the consultation space\(^\text{15}\).

Research shows that 55.0% of the feelings are expressed by non-verbal communication, 38.0% by voice and only 7.0% are represented by words\(^\text{16}\). Therefore, non-verbal communication allows perceiving and understanding, not only the words, but the feelings of the interlocutor\(^\text{17}\). When communicating with blind patients, the nurse must pay attention to these aspects. Before the e-learning course, the group did not know or did not refer to the dimensions of non-verbal communication. In the post-test, they approached these elements and characteristics. They also contemplated the proxemia, describing it as the inseparable relationship between the interlocutors positioning and the disposition of the furniture, for properly receiving the blind patient in the office. They also highlighted that external movements and noises may favor or impair communication with the blind patient.

The dimensions of non-verbal communication were acquired in the educational program. Subjective aspects, expressed in proxemic forms (positioning of people in interaction), tactic (Touch Care), kinesic (movements) and by paralanguage (sound that does not translate into words), should broaden the skills of health professionals, to perceive and translate non-verbal communication\(^\text{18}\). The course ensured competence for nurses, in acquiring knowledge about the elements, forms, functions and the importance of communication to nursing. However, information from this universe should be deepened, as we identified group’s difficulties such as to the use of these elements in the nursing consultation with the blind patient. Convinced of the importance of communication
for accessibility in the Unified Health System, the participants of the study suggested more courses about this thematic, with practical examples for application in primary care.

Conclusion

The educational program allowed the nurses' acquisition of knowledge for verbal and non-verbal communication with the blind patient in nursing consultation in primary health care.
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